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Arrochar
Our Ocean Defenders travelled to Arrochar at the top of Loch Long to do a 

beach survey and clean.

Before travelling we had researched a little about Arrochar and looked at 

Marine Scotland information on it being a ‘litter sink’.  We knew that it was 

going to be much worse than the regular beach cleans we’d done but 

nothing could have prepared us for what we found.



From larger pieces perhaps blown

into the water ways...
...To items from the fishing

industry.

And finds that made us wish that people could quench their

use of single use plastic as easily as a four pack or straw quenches their 

thirst.



Litter ‘bounty’ have come from land and personal hygiene products that 

have contributed to Arrochar losing any ‘taste of paradise’ reputation it 

used to enjoy.



We took nearly 15kg of rubbish with us that day but it hardly seemed like a 

drop in the ocean.  We decided to quickly write and record our thoughts 

and knowledge in a video we shared on social media.



Now a bit like ourselves much of this litter belonged to Glasgow.  Wind, 

currents and bad habits lead to Loch Long and Arrochar catching litter 

dropped in our towns and cities.

We know that even if we stopped plastic going into our oceans today, that 

it would still take us 40 years to remove the pollution already there.  So 

enough is enough and we decided that #DrainCampaign would be about 

educating people and changing attitudes.

The #UpstreamBattle Art competition has given us the opportunity to 

develop an informative and interactive piece which we hope will help 

educate all ages about how what we put down drains can add to marine 

pollution.



One of the things we had found a lot of at Arrochar were cotton bud sticks.  

These are often flushed down the toilet along with sanitary products and 

the dreaded wet wipes.

We’d dissected a fulmar stomach last year and found a cotton bud stick 

so we know that something so small can be deadly.

As part of our #SparkleDebacle research we’d found out that even 

biodegradable glitter can still be there months later, so along with 

microbeads that were in some products, these microplastics can often be 

rinsed down drains in sinks.

So our first two drains are the toilet and a sink. 



Kayla found these balloons last year 

and we put them up on our 

#PrettyDeadly wall.

So as we were going to need a bowl 

shape for the toilet and the sink...we 

decided to breath new life into this 

once pollution using a couple of 

paper straws of course.





We needed a frame for our interactive art piece so we acquired an old 

pallet from the equipment shed...and gave it a blue hue as you do.



Our third drain was to be a street drain to show that litter dropped in the 

street can make it into our River Clyde.



Lots of measuring 

and testing of 

drop

trajectories for 

this project.



Some of the rope we used had been collected on litter picks.

Our ‘drain pipes’ were donated by a member of staff who had been doing 

some home improvements.  



It probably sounded like we were doing 

some home improvements of our own as 

we attached the pipes to the pallet!



To represent ‘The Clyde’ we 

used blue plastic bags we 

found on a litter pick near 

our school.  We’ll be back to 

do a proper clean up with 

reinforcements soon to hold 

back this river of plastic 

drowning our moss.



We even found a bag stuck in a tree!



These unloved blue bags were given a 

quick wash and blow dry.

Their legacy won’t be to be stuck in 

trees or in an animal’s throat but 

hopefully to stick in someone’s mind 

once they’ve played with our art 

installation.



Another piece of litter given 

an e’fish’ant new lease of 

life!



For our balls of pollution we had to purchase ping pong balls but we 

know they will be well used as we help spread the message of 

#UpstreamBattle and #DrainCampaign



#DoonTheWatter



#DoonTheWatter and beyond...




